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ABSTRACT 
An inequality for positive semidefinite matrices is proved, and from it a quasilin- 
ear representation of (trA P ) ‘1~ is obtained. From this representation follow matrix 
versions of the inequalities of wilder and Minkowski. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The fundamental inequalities of HGlder and Minkowski can be proved in 
a variety of ways; see Hardy, Littlewood, and PBya (1952). A particularly 
interesting proof of both inequalities is based on the following lemma, of 
interest in itself, which is easily established by the method of Lagrange or 
otherwise. 
LEMMA 1.’ Letp>l, q=p/(p-l), andai>O(i=l,...,n). Then 
n I n \ l/P 
(1.1) 
for every set of nonnegative quantities x1, x2,. . . , x, satisfying X7= 1xp = 1. 
Equality in (1.1) occurs if and only if a,=u,= ... =a,=0 or x2= 
up/Cy=,ay (i = 1,. . . , n). 
‘See Beckenbach and Bellman (1961, Theorem 5, p. 23). 
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An immediate and easy consequence of Lemma 1 is 
H~LDER’S INEQUALITY. Zf x=(x,,...,r,) and y=(yl,...,y,) are vec- 
tors in the nonnegative orthant of R” and 0 < a < 1, then 
(1.2) 
with equality if and only if x and y are linearly dependent. 
If we formalate the inequality (1.1) as a maximization problem, we get 
0.3) 
where R is the region defined by 
i x4=1, xi > 0. 
i=l 
The idea of expressing a nonlinear function, such as (Cup)‘/P, as an envelope 
of linear functions goes back to Minkowski and was used extensively by 
Bellman and others. This technique is called quasilimxztization. A direct 
consequence of the qua&near representation (1.3) is 
MINKOWSKI’S INEQUALITY. Zf x = (xl,. . . , x,) and y = (yl,. . . , y,) are 
vectors in the nonnegative orthant of R n and p > 1, then 
( jIl(xi + Yi)‘)‘” G (ifxr)“‘+ ( ilyp)l” (1.4) 
with equality if and only if x and y are linearly dependent. 
The purpose of this paper is to extend the inequality (1.1) to positive 
semidefinite matrices, thus obtaining a qua&near representation of (tr Ap)r/p. 
This is achieved in Theorem 5. Interesting matrix versions of the inequalities 
of Hiilder and Minkowski are then easily derived from this representation 
(Theorems 6 and 7). Several preliminary results, of interest in themselves, are 
also reported. 
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2. A NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITION 
FOR DIAGONALITY 
Let us begin by stating the following simple but useful result concerning 
the conditions under which a real symmetric (or positive definite) matrix is 
diagonal. 
THEOREM 1. A positive definite matrix is diagonal if and only if the 
product of its diagonal elements is equal to its determinant. A real symmetric 
matrix is diagonal if and only if its diagonal elements and its eigenvalues 
coincide. 
Proof. A proof by induction and perturbation is straightforward and 
therefore omitted. A variety of other proofs can also be constructed. n 
3. KARAMATA’S INEQUALITY 
Let x=(x,,rs ,..., x,)andy=(y,,y, ,..., y,)betwovectorsinIW”.We 
shali say that x is mujorized by y, and write 
(X 1,...J,) -c (Yl,...,YJ, 
when the following three relations are satisfied: 
x,+x,+ *-- + xn = y1+ y2 + *. . + y,; 
Xl > x2 > *. * 2 x,, Yl>Y2> *-. >y,; 
Xl + x2 + *. . +xk<Yl+Yz+ *.* +Yk (1 <k < 12 - 1). 
The theory of majorization originated with the work of Schur (1923) and 
Hardy, Littlewood, and Polya (1929), and is now firmly established; see 
Marshall and Olkin (1979). The following theorem was essentially proved by 
Schur (1923). A continuous analogue was proved by Hardy, Littlewood, and 
Polya (1929), and an important generalization provided by Karamata (1932). 
THEOREM 2. Let + be a real-valued convex function dej%wd on an 
interval I c R. Zf (xi ,..., x,) < (yi ,..., y,) on I”, then 
i G(‘i) G i G(Yi)' (3.1) 
i=l i=l 
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Zf, in addition, C#J is strictly convex on I, then equality in (3.1) occurs if and 
onZyifxi=yi (i=l,...,n). 
Proof. See Marshall and OIkin (1979, Propositions 3.C.l and 3.C.l.a.). n 
An important application of Karamata’s inequality is given in Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 3. Let A = (aij) be a real symmetric n X n matrix with 
eigenvalues X,, A,,..., X “. Then for any convex function $I : R + R we have 
C cPhJ f C +(h>. 
i=l i=l 
(3.2) 
Moreover, if $ is strictly convex, then equality in (3.2) occurs if and only if 
A is diagonal. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that 
A,aX,> ..’ >A,, a,,>a,> .*’ aann. 
It is well known that (all,...,ann) is majorized by (Ar,...,X,); see Schur 
(1923) or Marshah and Olkin (1979, Theorem 9.B.l). Thus (3.2) follows from 
Theorem 2. For strictly convex +, Theorem 2 implies that equality in (3.2) 
holds if and only if aii = Xi for i = 1,. . . , n, and, by Theorem 1, this is the 
case if and only if A is diagonal. n 
As a corollary of Theorem 3, let us establish the following useful’inequah- 
ties concerning positive semidefinite matrices, which we shah use in proving 
Theorem 5. 
THEOREM 4. Let A = (ai j) be a positive semidefinite n x n matrix. 
Then 
trAPa kaP, (p>l) 
i=l 
and 
trAPg k ayi (O<p<l) 
i=l 
with equality if and only if A is diagonal. 
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Proof. Let p > 1, and define @B(X) = xp (x > 0). The function Cp is 
strictly convex. Hence Theorem 3 implies that 
with equality if and only if A is diagonal. Next, let 0 < p < 1. Then 
q(x) = - xp (x > 0) is strictly convex, and the second result follows in the 
same way. n 
4. QUASILINEAR REPRESENTATION OF (tr Ap)l/p 
We now have all the ingredients to prove the matrix analogue of 
Lemma 1. 
THEOREM 5. Let p > 1, Q = p/(p - l), and let A # 0 be a positive 
semidefinite n X n matrix. Then 
trAX Q (trAP)l’p (4.1) 
fm every positive semidefinite n x n matrix X satisfying tr X’J = 1. Equality 
in(4.1) occurs if and only if 
1 
XQ = -AP. 
trAP (4.2) 
REMARK. If we let R be the region 
R= {X:XER”~“, X positive semidefinite, tr X4 = 1 } , 
then we can state Theorem 5 equivalently as 
rnRaxtrAX = (trAP)l’p (4.3) 
for every positive semidefinite n x n matrix A. Thus we can express (trAP)l/p 
(a nonlinear function of A) as an envelope of linear functions of A. In other 
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words, we obtain a quasilinear representation of (trAP)‘/P. 
Proof. Let X be an arbitrary positive semidefinite n x n matrix satisfy- 
ing tr X9 = 1. Let S be an orthogonal matrix such that S’XS = A, where A is 
diagonal and has the eigenvalues of X as its diagonal elements. Define 
B = (bij) = S’AS. Then 
trAX = trBR = xbiiXi 
and 
trX9 = trA9 = CXT. 
Hence, by Lemma 1, 
trAX = zbiiXi < ( zbi)l’p. (4.4) 
Since A is positive semidefinite, so is B, and Theorem 4 thus implies that 
xb: G trBP. (4.5) 
Combining (4.4) and (4.5) we obtain 
trAX < (trBP)l’p = (trAP)l’p. 
Equality in (4.4) occurs if and only if 
b; 
x7 = - 
Cb; 
(i=l,...,n), 
and equality in (4.5) if and only if B is diagonal. Hence, equality in (4.1) 
occurs if and only if 
BP 
A9 = - 
trBP’ 
which is equivalent to (4.2). This concludes the proof. n 
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5. MATRIX ANALOGUES OF THE INEQUALITIES OF HOLDER AND 
MINKOWSKI 
An immediate consequence of Theorem 5 is the matrix analogue of 
Hijlder’s inequality (1.2). 
THEOREM 6. For any two positive semidefinite matrices A and B of the 
sameorder, A+O, B#O, and O<a<l, wehave 
trAaB’-*< (trA)“(trB)‘-“, (5.1) 
with equality if and only if B = PA for some scalur p > 0. 
Proof. Let p = l/a, q = l/(1 - a), and assume B # 0. Now define 
B1/4 
x= 
(tr B)l’q ’ 
Then tr Xq = 1, and hence Theorem 5 applied to Al/p yields 
which is (5.1). According to Theorem 5, equality in (5.1) can only occur if 
Xq = (l/trA)A, that is, if B = PA for some p> 0. n 
Another consequence of Theorem 5, more specifically of its quasilinear 
representation (4.3), is the matrix version of Minkowski’s inequality (1.4). 
THEOREM 7. For any two positive semidefinite matrices A and B of the 
sameorder (A#O, BZO), andp>l, wehuve 
[tr(A+ ~)~]“~<(trA~)~‘~+(trBP)~‘~. (5.2) 
with equality if and only if A = PB for some p > 0. 
Proof. Let p > 1, q = p/( p - l), and let R be the region 
R= {x:xEw”x”, X positive semidefinite, tr X4 = 1 } . 
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Using the quasilinear representation (4.3) of (tr AP)l/p, 
mRaxtrAX = (trAP)l’p, 
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we obtain 
< maxtrAX + maxtrBX 
R A 
= (trAp)“P + (trBP)l’p. (5.3) 
Equality in (5.3) can only occur if the same X maximizes trAX, tr Z?X, and 
tr(A + B)X, which implies, by Theorem 5, that AP, BP, and (A + B)P are 
proportional, and hence that A and B are proportional. n 
Z am vey grate&l to Ken Binmore for his constructive remarks 
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